Oceanco Latest Superyacht Jubilee Delivered
The lead-up has been nail-biting, but she’s finally here. Alblasserdam, Netherlandsbased Oceanco, a world-class 80 to 140-meter superyacht builder, has released the
long-awaited Jubilee. This vessel, defined as the largest yacht in the Oceanco line-up,
is also the biggest ever manufactured in the Netherlands. As such, Jubilee has been
the center of much excitement in the lead up to her release. Spanning over 110m or
361 ft with a distinctive Lobanov Design pearlescent gloss sky blue and white hull
and a Sorgiovanni Designs interior, Jubilee is as generous as she is innovative.
Delivered in July of 2017, Jubilee is a masterpiece of architectural ingenuity with
uniquely designed areas spread out over multiple levels. These decks facilitate
various activates such as entertainment, helicopter operation and mooring. Also, this
ocean-going superyacht houses a large pool deck, built-in aquarium, and a beach
club, as well as a dining room and lounge bar, and a completely private owner's deck.
As strong as she is substantial, Jubilee’s hull construction and superstructure consist
of steel and aluminium, while the deck is teak. Primarily, this combination is durable
and timeless, offering years of pleasurable cruising.
Offered as a turn-key package Jubilee comes completely outfitted. Also, the vessel
accommodates up to 30 guests in 15 cabins with a crew of 45.
With prominent specifications, Jubilee comprises of a draft of 4.4m or 14.4 ft and 2x
4,828 hp engines with a range of 5,000 nm. The vessel’s cruising speed is at 14 knots,
with a maximum speed of 18.5 knots. Gross tonnage of the vessel is 4,523.
When asked about Jubilee, a spokesperson for Burgess Yachts, the luxury yacht agent
who is selling the vessel said, “Burgess introduced this project to Oceanco, and we
provided technical consultancy and project management as an owner's
representative throughout the entire build process.”
To find out more about Jubilee, visit https://www.oceancoyacht.com or
https://www.burgessyachts.com.

Technical Specifications
֍ Built – 2017 by Oceanco in the
Netherlands.

֍ Class – Lloyds + 100A1 Passenger
yacht.

֍ Length – 110.1m or 361 ft.

֍ Type – Motor yacht.

֍ Beam – 16.4m or 53.8 ft.

֍ Cruising Speed – 14 knots.

֍ Draft – 4.4m or 14.4 ft.

֍ Maximum Speed – 18.5 knots.

֍ Gross Tonnage – 4,523.

